Newsletter January 2023
Message from the President
Judy Forsyth
Greetings All,
We hope you have all had an
enjoyable Christmas and New
Year. May we take this opportunity
to wish all members the very best
for 2023. May many of the issues
of the past few years be well and
truly put behind us all.
While some members were away
with family and friends over
this time, many were eager to
continue their usual routine at the
bridge table. Thanks to Marjorie
for ensuring we continued with
our motto – the club never closes!
She ensured each session went
ahead, especially on Christmas
Eve and over New Year.
We welcome from our end of
November meeting, new Home
Club Members – David Flitton, Joy
Miller, Greg Fowler, Julianne Reid
and Annie Crowley, along with
associate member – Sue Ryan.
Enjoy your games at Ballina with
our wonderful members. We have
some new members who will be
approved at our meeting at the
end of January. Thank you for
your patience.
The club’s Christmas Bridge,
Prize Presentation and Dinner
afternoon and evening was a
wonderful time. Comments I
heard were that the Individual
session of bridge we played was
great fun and very enjoyable.
Congratulations to 1st – Jean
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Lowe, 2nd – Jenny Wardley and
3rd – Ernie Scott. Mixing partners
was a great way to play with a
variety of members.
Many members were awarded
prizes for their success over the
year – congratulations to all the
prize winners. Marjorie had this
organized with great efficiency.
I am in awe of the catering by some
fabulous members. Jenny and
Chris McDowell were the movers
behind this. Their wonderful
purchasing, preparation, slicing
and dicing, cooking and so on to
feed the masses. This must have
taken a huge amount of time
and effort. This is appreciated
with the wonderful food cooked
to perfection. Chris Fitzgerald
and Hilary Lewis also assisted by
preparing potato salad and dicing
fruit for dessert.
Some members also spent time
preparing salads, platters etc
before the meal.
Then, of course, there was the
washing up and putting away of
glasses, crockery and cutlery, with
many members helping.
Many, many thanks to these
wonderful members.
Col Gale has agreed to take on the
task of ordering our supplies for
the kitchen and toilets from our
supplier. Carmel has been doing
this, juggling it with her many

other house jobs. Thanks Carmel
and Col for your contributions to
Ballina Bridge Club.
Lyn Graham, very thoughtfully,
resumed the task of sending
Christmas cards to members who
no longer play bridge - mainly due
to age, poor health or moving away.
You are a very thoughtful member,
Lyn, who deserves special thanks.
We will ensure this happens every
year again. If you know anyone
who should be added to this list,
please let me know.
Our sympathy to Mary Doohan and
family on the recent passing of her
husband, John. John had been ill
and in care for some time. I believe
John has written a book or more on
his time served in the army.
We do have some other members
who are battling with very poor
health. Our thoughts go out to
them and their loved ones as they
battle difficult times.
Again, best wishes to all for a safe
and happy 2023.
Judy Forsyth - President
PS A reminder your annual fees
were due at the beginning of 2023.
It would be appreciated if you
would pay them.
Home Members - $45.
Associate and Social Members $20
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Play Committee Report - December 2022
Marjorie Askew

November-December Events:
A brief wrap-up since our last
newsletter:
Teams of 3, Monday November
14: 14 Teams competed in this
always popular event. Winners
were: Jenny Wardley, Ray Ghioni,
Hilary Kerr, Kay Thornton, and
Runners-Up: Deborah McLay,
Heather Whitely, Geoff Brooks,
Kay Oxley.
A specific goal of this event is to
introduce newer players to Teams
bridge and so it was great to see
both ‘Kays’ in the leading teams.
Thanks to Peter Rostron as our
Event Organiser; last minute
changes always mean some extra
‘juggling’!
Harvey Norman Restricted Pairs,
Thursdays November 10 & 17:
This event was re-scheduled from
July and was well supported by
our Restricted players. Robert
Eldridge and Ange Bettess posted
a great 67.59% in Round 1 and
held off any challengers in Round
2.
Runners-Up were: Kathy
Saurine and Jan Roberts.
Thanks to Peter Rostron and
Ken Jones for encouraging, and
building, our Thursday fields
through the year.
NSW Under 100 Championships
(UHMP): The second round of the
Harvey Norman Restricted event
also ‘doubled-up’ as our Club
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Qualifier for the UHMP which
was then followed by a Local Final
on Thursday November 24. This
meant some extra red points,
with red masterpoints awarded at
state championship level and in 4
masterpoint ‘brackets’: 0-10, 1025, 25-50 or 50-100.
For the Finals results scored statewide, and, if you participated, to
check on placings, go to: https://

www.nswba.com.au/tourn/state/
se.asp?Y=2022&E=uhmp

Our highest placed pair on
handicapped scores was: Robyn
Thomas and Kay Oxley, 4th in
the 0-10 masterpoint division.
Masterpoints won in both the
Club event and the Local Final
should have been included in
the end December masterpoint
update.
Harvey
Norman
Women’s
and Men’s Pairs, Wednesdays
November 16 & 23: Thanks to
everyone who found a same sex
partner for this 2-week event; 13
women’s pairs and 7 men’s pairs
competed. Our winners:
Women’s: Liz Jeffery and Jean
Lowe
Men’s: Gary Lynn and Clive
Klugman
Christmas Party, Wednesday
December 14: You’ll see from
all the photos what a lovely
time we all had. Fun bridge

with an Individual event won by
Jean Lowe, then Jenny Wardley,
then Ernie Scott. A super buffer
dinner from our Chefs: Jenny
and Chis McDowell and other
helpers. Thanks to everyone who
contributed to the day.
Bridge over the ‘Holiday Period’.
We stuck with our motto of: never
closing, and members enjoyed
bridge sessions in all our regular
timeslots. Special thanks to Col
Gale for directing the Christmas Eve
and Boxing Day sessions; Col even
found his skills with the computer
hadn’t faded!
(For results on all our events go
to the Results page on the Club
website.)

Coming Up in 2023:
Play Committee is putting the
finishing touches to the 2023
programme and we plan for the
Programme book to be available
before the end of January.
Meanwhile:
For January you’ll see the Australia
Day Teams on the online calendar
– so gather your team. It’s an
all-day ‘Fun’ event with winners
determined on handicaps. You
can nominate as a team of 4,5 or
6 players or as a Pair/Individual
looking for teammates. It’s BYO
lunch, Aussie snacks and ‘bits’
through the day, and then drinks
and nibbles at the close of play.
Entry fee is $60 per team and
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we’re asking (Please) that a
Team ‘Captain’ pays the entry
fee by direct bank transfer and
then settles up with their team
members. Event Organisers are:
Peter Rostron and Lorraine Bryant.
For February we have:
Wednesdays 8th and 15th:
Harvey Norman Mixed Pairs:
Please find a mixed partner for
this 2-week event.
Saturday 11th Country Teams
Club Qualifier, 9.30 start: An allday Teams with red masterpoints
at state championship level; and
our Club Qualifying Event for
the NSW State/Country Teams.
Nominate as a team of 4/5/6 or as
a Pair looking for teammates.
Please note that these special
events have closing dates – so
don’t leave it till too late or else
you will be put on the standby list.
+ See posters for these upcoming
events on pages 12-14.
Another date for your diary is:
Ballina Swiss Pairs Congress:
Saturday 22 April and Sunday 23
April. We haven’t held a Congress
since 2020 – so let’s hope we can
make this a success. Our ‘thinking’
is a 3 session Pairs event ie a later
start on Saturday morning and an
early finish on Sunday afternoon,
and to offer overnight ‘billets’ to
visiting players ie ‘just like the old
days’! So reserve the date – and
watch this space!
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It’s good to see our field sizes
picking up as we venture into
a new year and newer players
joining in.
If you have any
suggestions or feedback at any
time, please pass this on to a
member of the Play Committee:
Gillian Baker, Lorraine Bryant,
Hilary Lewis, Liz Jeffery, Gary
Lynn, Deb McLay, Mark Miller,
Peter Rostron. We have recently
welcomed Gillian and Deb to the
Committee and I thank all for their
commitment to the Committee.
Good Bridging in 2023.
Marjorie (Chair of Play)
email: marjorie.askew@gmail.com
or call: 0459 023 907

The GNOT and State Teams
Finals
Thanks to everyone who followed
our progress in these events.
In the GNOT (Grand National
Open Teams) held in Brisbane
at end November our team,
representing the Northern Rivers,
was Bill Powell, Marjorie Askew,
Gary Lynn and Clive Klugman.
60 teams competed from all over
Australia. We were seeded 15th
based on performance in previous
years. After wins in Round 1 (v
Darling Downs) and Round 2
(Hunter 1) we came up against the
Number 2 seeds Adelaide 1 who
we defeated in a tight match: 55
IMPs to 49. This meant we were

into the Quarter Finals against
Sydney 5.
I don’t recall having ever
progressed to the Quarter Finals
(last 16 yes), but sadly we went
down 50-44 in another tight match.
(For me it was our very last board
where I pushed too hard for a 3NT
contract – well it is Teams! - and we
went down 3 and were vulnerable.
Oops -800! When a boring 2♣
would have done the job!)
Then in the Repecharge Swiss, after
one good win we came up against
Canberra 2. And oops another -800
but NOT me this time; a phantom
4♠ sacrifice (vulnerable) when the
opponents weren’t making their
4♥. Canberra 2 went on to win
the event (actually they were joint
winners with Sydney 4) and we
went on to claim the prize for best
Country Team.
You can see details and results
(including the ‘oops’ hands)
at
https://www.abfevents.

com.au/events/results/results.
asp?yr=2022&dir=gnt

More good bridge in the State
Teams Finals held in Sydney midDecember. This time we had a
6-person team: Bill, Marjorie, Gary
and Clive + Janet Brown and Anne
Jackson, representing Ballina and
the Northern Zone.
10 teams qualified for the Finals,
but 2 late withdrawals meant only 8
Teams. Qualifying is a round robin
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and we had great results against the strong Sydney
Teams but just missed out with 2nd, 3rd and 4th in the
round robin being very close. For results go to: https://
www.nswba.com.au/tourn/res.asp?yr=2022&dir=state/
stf

2022 Ballina Bridge Club Annual Awards
Pairs Championships
Open: Marjorie Askew & Bill Powell
Open Runners-Up: Helen & Peter Tootell

You may have read Paul Smith’s article ‘44,000
Masterpoints – Yikes’ which he posted on the Club
website acknowledging our win against Ron Klinger’s
Team in the 1st Round (although Ron was sitting this
match out.). Definitely a highlight of our weekend.

B Grade: Chris Bauer & Colin MacDonald

Next year NSWBA has decided to play the State Finals
online on Realbridge. Probably a good idea in terms of
the expense of travelling to Sydney (6 teams are from
Country) and may well overcome the late withdrawals,
but there’s still that ‘something’ about face-to-face
combat!

Teams Championships

Restricted: Geoff Brooks & Bruce Mathieson
Novice: Joyce Shepherd & Gerri White

Open: Marjorie Askew, Bill Powell, Gary Lynn, Clive
Klugman
B Grade: Chris Bauer, Vicki Ivosevac, Terry Lowe,
Colin MacDonald, Cally Mail
Restricted: Geoff Brooks, Ken Jones, Bruce
Mathieson, Peter Rostron

Rank Promotions:
Graduate: Kay Oxley
Bronze Local: Chris Bauer
State: Rob Sheahan
Bronze State: Lola Humphry, Ken Jones

Banking Details for Ballina Bridge Club
Please note the Banking Details can be found
on the website for payments including annual
fees, special events and voucher purchases.

Harvey Norman Pairs Events
Women’s Pairs: Liz Jeffery & Jean Lowe
Men’s Pairs: Gary Lynn & Clive Klugman
Mixed Pairs: Helen Tootell & Peter Tootell
Restricted Pairs: Ange Bettess & Robert Eldridge

Somerville Laundry Lomax Shield
Open: Helen Tootell & Peter Tootell
B Grade: Ray Ghioni & Rob Sheahan

Brumley Award: Peter Rostron

Ballina Bridge Club Encouragement Award:
Rhonda Khong
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Ballina Bridge Club Christmas Party 2022
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Ballina Bridge Club Christmas Party & Awards 2022
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Responsive Doubles
Your partner may double at many different points in
the auction. A successful partnership will recognise
the different shades of meaning that different
situations convey. One variety of Double is known as
a Responsive Double. It is ‘Responsive’ because you
are ‘Responding’ to some action that partner has
taken. You are sitting South, consider these auctions

North, your partner, doubled the opening bid. We
know this means that they have support for the
unbid suits. What about your double? First thing to
note is that you do not have to bid. You might think
that if partner makes a takeout double then you must
bid. It is a bit more subtle than that, you must not
let partner’s double be the last call in the auction.
East’s bid means that your partner will have another
chance. Because you are not forced to bid you have
at least six points. If you had a preference for one
Major over the other then you would bid it.
Your double shows your strength and also that you
have equal support for both Majors. A handy call!

Now the situation is subtly different. If you had four
Spades you would bid them. If you had a strong
preference for one minor over the other then you
would bid that minor. Your double shows your
strength and that you have equal support for both
minors.

Paul Smith

into play. Have you ever noticed that little piece on the
front of a system card that looks like this? You might
have something different from 3♠ on your system
card but this is where you record at what level doubles
stop being Responsive and start being for penalty. So,
in this example, any double of a contract higher than
3♠ is for penalty. With this agreement in place, the
answer for the auction above is that the double is for
penalty (4♥ being higher than our limit of 3♠).
What if you want your double to be Responsive? Bad
luck, you can’t have it both ways. In this particular
situation most players would treat 4NT as showing
equal length in the minors - equivalent to the
Responsive double that you cannot make.
Responsive doubles are a useful tool in your armoury.
Without a Responsive double available you are forced
to make a choice between equals when partner may
be the one who is better placed to make that choice.

Bob Hart’s 80th birthday (Nov 2022)

80th!

What about now? The opposition are much higher,
you might want your double of 4♥ to be for penalty.
Or, maybe, you think the opponents are trying to
talk you out of your contract and you want your
double to be ‘Responsive’. Which is it - penalty or
takeoutThis is where your system agreements come
Ballina Bridge Club Newsletter
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Player profiles - Greg and Jenny Maley - Bronze State Masters
Jenny and Greg are both Bronze State Masters, nudging on becoming National Masters. They play regularly
at both Ballina and Lennox Head Bridge Club and have distinguished themselves with several Club Awards
during their time at Ballina. They moved from Bowral to retire in Lennox Head.
Robert Eldridge

How did you come to meet,
and how long have you been
together?
We met just before our best
friends’ wedding. Greg was the
best man, and I was the chief
bridesmaid. The year prior we had
been out of Sydney. I had been
on a working/travelling holiday
in Europe and Asia and Greg had
been managing a pharmacy in
Cooma. That was over 50 years
ago.

and casual assistant in a ship’s
chandlery.

learning were new concepts back
then.

What were your occupations?

What are two humorous times
together you remember?

After working in and managing
pharmacies in Sydney, Greg
managed, then owned, a
pharmacy in Bowral where
we lived for over 30 years.
He contemplated a change to
hospital pharmacy and completed
a fellowship course. He did some
hospital work.

There was the time when I threw
an unattached anchor out of the
small fishing boat just when we had
found the perfect spot. Another
time Greg accidentally dropped a
heavy silver salt cellar into a glass
of red wine which exploded over
a brand new table cloth and every
dinner guest.

What led you to living in
Skennars Head?
We wanted to live by the sea and
chose to come north so we could
be around for our grandchildren
and children.

When did you decide to take up
Bridge and why?
After a few very basic lessons in
Bowral, we heard of lessons being
held here. We thought it would
be good to learn so we could play
in our old age. We didn’t realize
it was so addictive and that you
never stop learning!

Do you have children? If so,
what do they do?
Yes, we have three children. One
has his own surf school on the
Gold Coast, our daughter, in Uki,
is studying equine and art therapy
and our son in Sydney was a
TV journalist, now casual sailor
Ballina Bridge Club Newsletter

I was a school teacher and later
a faculty librarian at the Uni of
Wollongong where my prime
role was teaching research skills
to students and academics.
Electronic databases and online

Who is the better player and
why?
Pass. Undiscussed. Lyn Graham
and Anne Bigg started us off in
the introductory lessons and Janet
Brown at Lennox Head Bridge
Club has helped nurture our skills.
Numerous others have given us
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tips over the years. Credit to them
all.

What is your funniest time at
the Bridge table?
Bridge is so serious! The most
laughs have been at the table
after Bridge.

What are your
outside Bridge?

interests

We have a keen interest in our
family. Greg’s interests are golf,
garden, rugby, fishing and surfing.
I am interested in family history
research, travelling, Scottish
country dancing, yoga and
reading. We both played tennis
until recently.

Ballina Mah Jong Club News
A wonderful Christmas afternoon tea was held on 16th December for
the Mahjong Club which was attended by 35 members. A laden table
of dishes of all the seasonal foods to tempt the most stalwart diner
was provided by everyone and splendidly organised by our trusty
leaders and many helpers.
Vanessa Reynolds

Teams of 3, Monday
14 November 2022:
Winning team - Jenny Wardley,
Ray Ghioni, Kay Thornton and
Hilary Kerr.

Runners-Up: Kay Oxley, Heather
Whitely, Deborah McLay and
Geoff Brooks.

Ballina Bridge Club Newsletter
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Two Clubs making 13 tricks!

Mark Miller

This hand occurred on Board 20 of
Match 4 on the Ballina Charity Day, a
Swiss Pairs event. All tables played the
hand in partscore contracts. Some EW
pairs found a sacrifice in diamonds but
what is interesting is the NS bidding
given that grandslam is possible in
two suits but no pair even bid to
game.

I played the North hand and our bidding was tame. My 2C
rebid undervalued this hand. Yes only 14HCPs but also only 5
losers so worth a nervy jump to 3C. Partner thought there
was no point raising despite the rebid normally showing a 5card suit and the hand now worth 10 points. Shortage in opener's suit is not usually a good thing and
the points for game in clubs do not appear to be there. At least I made the 13 tricks!
W
P
P
P

N
1S
2C

E
P
P

S
1NT
P

Many of Ballina's more experienced pairs were not present that day. So I surveyed a few to see how
they would bid this hand.
W
P
P
P

N
1S
3C
5C

E
P
P

S
1NT
4C

'No frills' Gary Lynn offered this auction. Now North's jump
rebid prompts some action from South and a game contract
is reached.

W
P
P
P

N
1S
3C1
4H

E
P
P

S
1NT
3H2

'Regularly winning' Tootells get to game in Hearts.

W
P
P
P
P

N
1S1
2C3
4H5

E
P
P
P

S
1NT2
2H4
P

'Two over One' Janet Brown reached game in Hearts.

W
N
E
S
1
P
1S
P
1NT2
P
2C3
P
2H4
P
4D5
P
4H6
4=5+ hearts, 5=splinter, 6= signoff.
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Footnote legend: 1=Nervous,2=5+Hearts

1=5+ spades, 2=6-12 forcing, 3=3+ clubs almost always
forcing, 4=5+ hearts. For 5 North might bid 4H or might
splinter with 4D in which case South would signoff in 4H.
'Polish Club' Hockings have similar elements to Two over
One
1=5+ spades, 2=7-12 semi-forcing, 3=4+ clubs non forcing,
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Two Clubs making 13 tricks!
W
P
P
P
P

N
1C1
2C3
4H5

E
P
P
P

S
1NT2
3D4
P

Mark Miller

'Precision' Paul Smith also got to game in Hearts
1=16+ or 5- losers forcing, 2=0-8 HCPs and 5+Hearts, 3=fit in
Hearts and now 19+ total points, 4=5+Hearts and
4+Diamonds and the jump shows 5-8 HCP, 5=signoff.

To understand some of the more complex bidding systems you need to be clear on all of the bids
that haven't been made. Paul gives more information on his Precision Bidding for this hand at
https://trick14.com/articles/132
I also asked my advisors how the bidding would change if East overcalled Diamonds and West raised
to 3D if possible. Most got to the same contract although perhaps with less certainty. Paul opted to
leave the opponents in 3D vulnerable and doubled. This looks to be 3 down and a score of 800 to NS
which is much better than any game score in clubs or hearts.
Whilst the makeable contracts show that grandslams are possible in hearts or clubs, these contracts
rely on a favourable location of opposition cards and a favourable split of the missing clubs. The
chances of getting all of this are slim so my advisors have been sensible and not sought to go beyond
game.
You don't often get a chance to make a grandslam with a combined 21 HCPs so give it a go on
Double Dummy Solver here. Possible but you still have to play carefully.

Lessons for Beginners

Rebecca Rogers

Beginner lessons will start on Monday February 6th and run for 6 weeks.
The new daytime lesson schedule is every Monday and Friday from February 6th from 9 - 11am each
day.
For many years teaching was done on Tuesdays and Thursdays however we are aware that women
who play golf have always been excluded from learning Bridge at our club as those days clash with
ladies’ golf, so this year we have changed the days in order to make our lessons accessible to more
people.
We are hoping that the new schedule will attract more learners. Please tell your friends if you know of
someone who may be interested in the classes.
Cost is kept at $80 for the course and notes.
For information on evening classes for 2023 please ask Gary Lynn ( 0488 295 731)
Ballina Bridge Club Newsletter
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Mixed Pairs
Wednesdays: Feb 8 & 15
Red Masterpoints at State Championship Level
(Weighting = 3.75)

Please:
♦ Try and find a mixed partner
♦ Nominate online
Normal $5 voucher on the day

Conditions:

1. Open to all members of Ballina Bridge Club
2. Event will be held as the regular Wednesday session.
3. Substitutes will be allowed according to Ballina
Bridge Club policy
4. Winners determined by best average score over the
2 rounds.

Event Organiser: Marjorie Askew
This event is also our Club Qualifier for the State
Mixed Pairs Championships*
* For Regulations go to: https://www.nswba.com.au/tourn/state/se.asp?Y=2023&E=smp
Ballina Bridge Club Newsletter
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BALLINA BRIDGE CLUB
AUSTRALIA DAY TEAMS 2023

A Fun Day of Teams
9 for 9.30 start

Fun Prizes

♣ Enter as a Team or as a Pair/Individual looking for teammates
♦ All nominations through Club online booking system
♥ Please Prepay direct and by Team Captain in one payment
♠ Prize winners determined on Club handicaps

$60 per team, BYO Lunch
♦ Aussie snacks and bits through the day
Event Organisers
Peter Rostron & Lorraine Bryant
Entries Close on Monday 23 January at 6pm

HAPPY AUSTRALIA DAY
Ballina Bridge Club Newsletter
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COUNTRY TEAMS 2023
BALLINA CLUB QUALIFIER

Saturday 11 February
Time:

9.15 for 9.30 am

Cost:

$15.00pp ($60 per team)

Red Masterpoints at State Championship Level
Please bring your own lunch
The event is open to all players within our Region. Teams finishing in the top
half the field will be eligible to continue to the Regional Final (or possibly
direct to the Zonal Final) as part of the NSWBA John Arkinstall State Teams*.

Event Organiser: Liz Jeffery
Please contact Liz for help with teammates
Please nominate online: (Teams of 4/5/6 or as a Pair)
by: 6pm Wednesday 8 February
* For full Regulations go to: https://www.nswba.com.au/tourn/state/se.asp?Y=2023&E=sot
Ballina Bridge Club Newsletter
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Thanks to our sponsors and supporters

The Camping & Battery Place is a local battery shop
providing great service and expert advice on batteries
and your portable power solutions.
We are also the Authorised Reseller for Jaycar
and Adventure Kings Products.
We offer Roadside Assistance if you get
stuck, Mobile Battery replacement services
and even Delivery to the local Area.
We sell Batteries, Chargers, Tools, CCTV Systems,
Audio/Visual Accessories, IT Accessories, Clocks,
Radios and so many 12v appliances!
Bring in you Ballina Bridge Club Newsletter or Membership card to get 10%* off all Batteries
and/or 5%* off all Jaycar Products.
*Excludes Products already on sale and Gift Cards

Ballina Bridge Club Newsletter
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